PM54
3 in 1 connectivity
solution

Secure communications for any network device
Industry first innovation

Ideal for jobs with no fixed
network or where you need
reliable remote access
Full remote configuration
online via Permaconn’s
Atlas portal
Easy to install and manage
Generate additional recurring
income from add-on services

High Speed 4G Router

The leader in wireless security

Wifi Hotspot

Alarm communicator

The PM54’s alarm, router and hotspot
features work simultaneously and can
easily be powered from the alarm panel

Highly Flexible
Networking

Great for CCTV

Managed Router

The PM54 is a fully featured
router with WiFi. It can connect
to the internet via your clients’
network (wired or wirelessly) or
via 4G LTE. Any network-ready
device (e.g. NVR, server, IP camera)
can connect to the PM54 via
ethernet or WiFi.

The PM54 is ideal for CCTV
jobs where a fixed line network
is unavailable, or when you are
unable to open ports on the client’s
network. Plus we now have a
remote health-checking service
for CCTV (in partnership with
CheckMyCCTV) that automatically
detects faults and notifies you
before they become critical.

The PM54 is a polled device that
maintains a constant connection
with our servers. Full remote
configuration of router settings
can be performed via Atlas at any
time (over 4G or IP). It will even
report when your client’s network
is unavailable, and provide them
with a fall-back network.

Secure Remote Access

Easy and Compatible

Recurring Income

The PM54 provides a secure
pathway for remote access.
Permaconn provides DDNS and
VPN options to access network
devices connected to the PM54.
These can be easily be configured
remotely via the Atlas portal.

Installation is plug and play
with remote configuration via
IP/ 4G using Atlas. As an alarm
Communicator the PM54 is
compatible with all major brands
including the latest IP-only
models. Remote panel programming
(Upload/ Download) is available for
all popular panels including the
Bosch 2000/ 3000 series.

Generate new recurring income
streams from additional services
for your customers including 4G
data packs and licences for our
automated remote health-checking
service for CCTV (CheckMyCCTV).

Available
4G Data Packs

Data Pack

DP-500MB

DP-1GB

DP-5GB

DP-10GB

Monthly Data Allowance

500 MB

1,024 MB

5,120 MB

10,240 MB

For more information or to order call us on
1300 55 66 43 or contact your Monitoring Centre
The leader in wireless security
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